The local atomic structure of a crystalline sample aligned along a zone axis can be probed with a focused electron probe, which produces a convergent beam electron di↵raction pattern. The introduction of high speed direct electron detectors has allowed for experiments that can record a full di↵raction pattern image at thousands of probe positions on a sample. By incoherently summing these patterns over crystalline unit cells, we demonstrate that in addition to crystal structure and thickness we can also estimate the local composition of a perovskite superlattice sample. This is achieved by matching the summed patterns to a library of simulated di↵raction patterns. This technique allows for atomic-scale chemical measurements without requiring a spectrometer or hardware aberration correction. Local structural distortions are responsible for a wide variety of properties in perovskite films and strain-engineered multilayers [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Atomic resolution aberration corrected STEM can be used to precisely measure few-picometer shifts in the positions of atomic columns, which has been shown to directly measure polarization [20] . However, as in the case of stain measurement outlined above this is highly limited by the sample quality, precision of zone axis tilting, and instrument alignment. Position averaged convergent beam electron di↵raction (PACBED) described by LeBeau et al. [21] has been shown to quantitatively measure ferroelectric polarization, octahedral tilts and overall sample tilt at a fixed nanoscale location [22] [23] [24] , and is insensitive to residual aberrations in the electron microscope. By comparing the experimental data to a library of previously computed PACBED patterns it is possible to determine both the magnitude and direction of ferroelectric polarization [23] . PACBED has also revealed the octahedral distortions responsible for the extreme carrier densities in SrTiO 3 /GdTiO 3 quantum wells [25] . The experimental geometry is shown schematically in Fig. 1 . In this study, we used a Gatan K2 IS direct electron detection camera installed on an uncorrected FEI Titan-class transmission electron microscope to record 4D-STEM probe di↵raction patterns on a variety of samples at 800 frames per second. The annular dark field (ADF) signal was recorded simultaneously using a monolithic Fischione detector. All data processing was performed using the Gatan Digital Micrograph software package and custom analysis code written in MATLAB. Specimens were prepared for electron microscopy by a xing a sacrificial Si crystal in a face-to-face geometry before cross-sectional slicing with a diamond saw. Mechanical polishing in a wedge geometry was used to thin the sample to electron transparency. (1.561 nm), and was fabricated using the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique (see de-3 tails in [27, 28] data was collected on a probe-corrected Titan at 300 keV with a 17 mrad convergence semiangle and 59 mrad collection semiangle. Line scans were collected with a 0.1 nm step size and deconvolved with the 0.9 eV FWHM zero loss peak prior to quantification. Power law background and Hartree-Slater cross sections were used for quantification. A comparable,
probe position. These convergent beam electron di↵raction patterns (CBED) are extremely rich in information, containing localized information on sample structure [1] , composition [2] , phonon spectra [3] , three-dimensional defect crystallography [4] , local lattice strains [5] and more. Many new imaging modes become possible if the full CBED pattern is recorded at many probe positions with millisecond dwell times [6] [7] [8] [9] . Such a four-dimensional dataset is comprised of a 2D CBED pattern at each point in a 2D grid of STEM probe positions, hence the name 4D-STEM.
Local structural distortions are responsible for a wide variety of properties in perovskite films and strain-engineered multilayers [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Atomic resolution aberration corrected STEM can be used to precisely measure few-picometer shifts in the positions of atomic columns, which has been shown to directly measure polarization [20] . However, as in the case of stain measurement outlined above this is highly limited by the sample quality, precision of zone axis tilting, and instrument alignment. Position averaged convergent beam electron di↵raction (PACBED) described by LeBeau et al. [21] has been shown to quantitatively measure ferroelectric polarization, octahedral tilts and overall sample tilt at a fixed nanoscale location [22] [23] [24] , and is insensitive to residual aberrations in the electron microscope. By comparing the experimental data to a library of previously computed PACBED patterns it is possible to determine both the magnitude and direction of ferroelectric polarization [23] . PACBED has also revealed the octahedral distortions responsible for the extreme carrier densities in SrTiO 3 /GdTiO 3 quantum wells [25] .
Conventionally, PACBED measurements are acquired by collecting a di↵raction pattern on a typical CCD with ⇡1 second acquisition time while the STEM probe is continuously rastered over a predefined area of the sample (approximately 1 nm 2 The experimental geometry is shown schematically in Fig. 1 . In this study, we used a Gatan K2 IS direct electron detection camera installed on an uncorrected FEI Titan-class transmission electron microscope to record 4D-STEM probe di↵raction patterns on a variety of samples at 800 frames per second. The annular dark field (ADF) signal was recorded simultaneously using a monolithic Fischione detector. All data processing was performed using the Gatan Digital Micrograph software package and custom analysis code written in MATLAB. Specimens were prepared for electron microscopy by a xing a sacrificial Si crystal in a face-to-face geometry before cross-sectional slicing with a diamond saw. Mechanical polishing in a wedge geometry was used to thin the sample to electron transparency. (1.561 nm), and was fabricated using the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique (see de-3 tails in [27, 28] multilayer have been reported in a previous study [28] . A 4D-STEM dataset was acquired at 16,384 probe positions with a sampling interval of 0.025 nm for a total data size of 300
Gigabytes. Using the simultaneously acquired HAADF data, a reference lattice was refined to the perovskite structure, which was then used to parse the individual CBED frames In order to demonstrate the viability of a library approach to mapping of local properties through quantitative PACBED analysis, we first attempted to determine the local composition of each unit cell using only di↵raction information. We matched the experimental patterns to PACBED images simulated with the multislice method [29] to determine parameters such as sample thickness and composition. A library of PACBED patterns was calculated assuming ideal mixing of SrTiO 3 and (La 0.7 Sr 0.3 )MnO 3 in 5% compositional increments from pure SrTiO 3 to pure (La 0.7 Sr 0.3 )MnO 3 . The site occupancies were always set to either one species or the other, randomized over the entire atomic column and averaged over many probe locations, which also accounted for thermal vibration by including many frozen phonon configurations [29] . The simulated thickness was varied from 0-40 nm in increments of one unit cell (0.3095 nm). A subset of the simulated PACBED images are plotted in deviation of all unit cell fits. The low thickness error is due to the strong dependence of the PACBED contrast on thickness. A least squares fit was then performed for every experimental PACBED pattern to determine the local composition of each projected unit cell. This composition data is plotted in Figs. 3c and d . The alternating composition of the two superlattice layers is clearly visible, including an asymmetry between the two interface types.
A second PACBED dataset from a thinner region of the sample is shown in Figs. 3e-h.
The best-fit thickness of these cells was found to be 7.5 ± 0.5 nm. The composition range between the two superlattice layers in this dataset is quite similar to the previous dataset, though with larger variances perpendicular to the growth direction (shown as larger error bars in the plot). This suggests that the primary source of error is the extra di↵raction signal generated by amorphous regions on both sample surfaces. Because this region of the sample is thinner, the signal of the bulk here is relatively smaller with respect to the surface signal, which is expected to be a similar magnitude in both datasets. Another possibility is that the PACBED signal varies more slowly with thickness and composition for small 
